
SYDNEY: Steve Smith has broken English hearts and
smashed records with his phenomenal Ashes batting
and is being acclaimed as the best Australian batsman
since the greatest of all, Don Bradman.

That is rarefied company for the quirky 28-year-old
skipper, who led Australia to reclaiming the Ashes with
an imperious 239 — his highest Test score-in
Australia’s mammoth first innings 662 for nine declared
in the third Perth Test victory on Monday.

Ashes-winning skipper Smith has almost single-
handedly batted Joe Root’s team out of the series,
accumulating 426 runs in
just four innings at an
average of 142, which
allowed his bowlers to do
the rest. Smith, whose
idiosyncratic style-mov-
ing across his stumps as
the bowler delivers-flies
in the face of cricket’s
purists, has a career
average of 62.32 from 59
Tests.

That places him sec-
ond only in Test history
to Bradman, whose aver-
age of 99.94 at the pinnacle was forged from 1928-48.

Records have tumbled for the cricket-obsessive
Smith, who broke into the Test arena as a leg-spin
bowling all-rounder batting at number eight in 2010.
Since then Smith has reeled off the milestones to draw
comparison with the greatest batsman the game has
ever seen.

UNCONVENTIONAL STYLE 
He has amassed 22 Test centuries, 14 of them in 29

Tests as captain. 
Bradman made 14 hundreds in 24 Tests as skipper.
Smith is only the fifth Australian captain, one of them

being Bradman, to have scored two Ashes double hun-
dreds. Rival skipper Root has tried everything during
the current series to dislodge Smith, to get him out of

his “bubble”, but to little effect.
Over the 15 days of the one-sided series Smith has

batted for more than three full days. He has simply been
the difference.

Much has been said about Smith’s unconventional
batting technique, in some ways similar to Bradman,
who would bring his bat down in a rotary movement.

Smith is similarly unique and possesses rapier-like
reflexes. He rarely hits the ball in the air, cutting down
risk and making him even harder to set fields against.

“You wouldn’t coach a young player to hold a bat
like he does with such a
strong bottom hand or
move around quite as
much,” observed former
England captain Nasser
Hussain.  “But when his
bat comes down in con-
tact with the ball it is the
full face and his hand-
eye coordination is just
phenomenal.” Former
Australia captain Mark
Taylor added: “At the
moment his bat looks
six-foot wide.

“Smith has got an insatiable appetite for runs. You
can see when he bats, he gets in that little bubble.

“He’s almost oblivious to everything that’s going on
around him, except the ball that is coming out of the
bowler’s hand.” Such is Smith’s attention to detail that
he gets his fiancee Dani Willis to act as a bowling-
machine operator in their backyard for extra batting
practice. “He sets everything up and I just load the
balls,” she revealed. Smith is a notorious fidgety char-
acter while at the batting crease. 

MAVERICK MOMENTS 
Host broadcaster Channel 9 counted 23 different

ticks, fidgets and movements by him during his routine
preparation before facing the bowler.

Other maverick moments have come to light during

the Ashes series. At a Perth drinks break while Smith
was batting in his 399-ball epic, team support staff
brought a chair onto the WACA Ground so Smith could
sit down-not to rest, but redress. As with tennis super-
star Rafael Nadal’s fastidious obsession with the pre-
cise placement of his water bottles by his courtside
chair, Smith also has a peculiarity where he is distract-
ed by the sight of his shoelaces.

As Smith sat on the chair, he had the laces re-taped
to avoid seeing them. “I have always had an issue with

looking at my shoelaces when I’m batting,”  Smith said
of his habit earlier this year.

He said the sight of laces “would sort of do my
head in a bit”. “So I ended up getting a physio to
tape my shoelaces to my socks. I just  like just see-
ing my shoes and everything to look sort of clean ...
just no shoelaces.” Another of Smith’s oddities is
that he changes his batting gloves every 20 to 30
minutes during an innings, and has up to 15 pairs of
gloves in his kit. — AFP
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PERTH: England will have to make some tough deci-
sions about the futures of some of their most decorat-
ed senior players after they were ruthlessly exposed
by Australia in a 15-day Ashes capitulation.

Joe Root’s team head to Melbourne 3-0 down in
the five-match series after being subjected to an
innings and 41-run hiding in the third test at the
WACA, where opener Alastair Cook and paceman
Stuart Broad failed to deliver yet again.

English hopes that Cook could channel the
Herculean effort that saw him score 766 runs in their
2010/11 triumph Down Under have proved forlorn.
The veteran left-hander has instead reprised his form
from the away series of 2013/14 when he stumbled
through a 5-0 whitewash under the yoke of captaincy.

Despite being relieved of the leadership burden
this time around, Cook has ‘supported’ his successor
Root with only 83 runs at an average of 13.83 this
series, comfortably the lowest of England’s specialist
batsmen. Broad, meanwhile, has managed only five
wickets at an average of 61.80 and suffered the worst
test figures of his career at the WACA, where he went
wicketless for 142 runs. His pace partner James
Anderson has battled manfully through a difficult cam-
paign, but at the age of 35 the long-serving
Lancastrian may not be able or willing to lead
England’s pace attack far into the future. 

A TOUR TOO FAR
Australia has often proved to be a tour too far for

veteran England players, as was shown by the 2013/14
debacle which ended the careers of Graeme Swann,
Matt Prior and Kevin Pietersen.

That whitewash also led to the departure of direc-
tor Andy Flower, but current coach Trevor Bayliss says
he is still the right man to lead the team. “You may not
(think that), but I think our performances have gone
pretty well over the last couple of years,” he told
reporters at the WACA.

“That’s for people above my pay grade to make
that decision.” Bayliss has, however, offered no bright
ideas on how to rejuvenate England or find faster
bowlers that can compete on Australian pitches where
they have now lost eight straight matches.

“I haven’t got the answers,” said the Australian.
“Over the last couple of years we’ve certainly been on
the lookout for a few positions in the team and no one
until this tour has stood out.” In Somerset seamer
Craig Overton, who bowled with vigour in Adelaide
and Perth until suffering a rib injury, England have at
least unearthed an encouraging prospect.

But the raw 23-year-old can scarcely be expected
to cover the gaping hole which the absence of
Anderson and Broad’s 900-odd wickets of test expe-
rience would leave. Middle order batsman Dawid
Malan staked his place in the team with his maiden
test century at the WACA, backing up his 140 with a
half-century in the second innings.

Cook, by comparison, contributed only 21 runs in
his two innings at the WACA. A fine servant of English
cricket with over 11,000 Test runs, Cook will be 33
when he lines up for the Melbourne test on Boxing
Day.  After 150 tests, Bayliss said, he would know the
right time to step down. — Reuters
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PERTH: Australia’s captain Steve Smith (2nd L) looks on as groundstaff attempt to dry the wet playing pitch pri-
or to a start on day five of the third Ashes cricket Test match between England and Australia in Perth.—AFP

PAARL:  Zimbabwe cricket coach Heath Streak said
yesterday he wanted his players to play “winning crick-
et” when they meet South Africa in a one-off day-night
Test next week. “We’d rather lose trying to play a win-
ning brand of cricket than just compete,” said Streak of
a Test South Africa are expected to win comfortably.

“The main thing is belief and shaking off that under-
dog mentality we had,” he said in Paarl, the western
Cape town where Zimbabwe begin a three-day warm-
up match against a South African Invitation team today.

Zimbabwe have played just ten Tests since they last
met South Africa in Harare in August 2014, losing nine
and drawing one. “It’s well documented how little Test
cricket we play,” said Streak. “I think for us it’s less
about the type of cricket than about playing at interna-
tional level.

“Whether it’s playing Tests or one-day internation-
als, it’s the gaps in between that are the biggest chal-
lenge for us.” The contest with South Africa will be

Zimbabwe’s first day-night Test and captain Graeme
Cremer admitted: “We haven’t played with a pink ball
and we haven’t played a lot under lights.”

Cremer said this week’s day-night match at Boland
Park was a crucial part of his team’s preparation for the
Test. “We’ve had two sessions under lights to see how
it (the pink ball) reacts,” said Cremer.

“At twilight, when it’s starting to get dark a little
more seems to happen off the wicket. “This warm-up
game will give us a good idea of what to expect and
there will be lots of discussion before the Test.”

Both Streak and Cremer are looking forward to
playing in the first scheduled four-day Test in more
than four decades. “The so-called bigger teams will
probably have to score a bit quicker and give the lesser
teams more opportunities to take wickets. The game
will move a lot quicker, I think,” said Cremer.

Streak said that with 98 overs a day instead of the
usual 90, there would be plenty of time to achieve
results. “With 98 overs a day, it makes it a four-and-a-
half day Test and the twilight conditions will be more
challenging for batters,” he said.

Cremer said Zimbabwe needed to play consistently
well throughout a Test match and avoid the off periods
that have cost them previous series. “We tend to lose
Test matches in a certain period, say in an afternoon or
in one day of the Test match.

“But we’ve played a lot of good cricket. It’s usually
been the first innings with the batting that we have
struggled so we’re hoping to change that.” — AFP
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LONDON: All-rounder Craig Overton said England
have not been good enough in the Ashes series but
insists the chastened tourists will be throwing every-
thing at the last two Tests to avoid a whitewash.
Australia regained the urn on Monday when they pol-
ished off Joe Root’s side to win the third test at the
WACA by an innings and 41 runs and take a 3-0 lead in
the five-match series.

All England have left to play for is pride in
Melbourne and Sydney, but Overton says the series is
not over as they try to halt an eight-match losing
sequence in tests in Australia.

“We have not been good enough for long enough in
this series and have let chances slip, and because of
that we have lost the Ashes before Christmas,” he said
in The Times yesterday.

“We are gutted but don’t for a second think that
there will be divisions in the camp or that we see the
series as over. “We will be throwing everything we have
at the Melbourne and Sydney Tests-we are desperate
to make a mark on the series, even if it’s too late to win.

“We will fight until the very last to do so.” Whether
or not Overton will be fit to play a part is another mat-
ter entirely after he suffered a hairline fracture of a rib
while diving in the field at Perth.

“I am nursing a hairline fracture to my rib but the
doctor warned me it could become much worse if I
landed the wrong way — a proper fracture, or even a
punctured lung. No one needs that,” Overton said. “I’ve
been brought up to fight through the pain, and I’m not
the sort to leave the field for nothing.”

Somerset seamer Overton enjoyed a dream start to
his test career when he picked up the wicket of
Australian captain Steve Smith in the second test in
Adelaide. With six wickets to his name in his two tests
and an impressive 41 not out with the bat in Adelaide,
Overton was one of the few England players to emerge
with much credit. He said he is desperate to play in the

Melbourne test which begins on Dec. 26. “I won’t rule
myself out of Melbourne. I accept it’s unlikely, but I’m
so desperate to play that I won’t accept I’m not going
to until the doctors tell me absolutely otherwise.

“I’ll be weaning myself off the strong painkillers, just
a few paracetamol to help me sleep. “And no golf! It’ll
be beach time for me.” — Reuters
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